2018: Our aid in numbers

5,600
malnourished children under the age of five received supplementary nutrition and a chance for a healthy and better future.

62,000
people were able to fundamentally improve their nutritional situation thanks to our school gardens and our programs on sustainable farming.

214,000
people received emergency supplies including water, toiletries, and household items.

355,000
people were given access to clean water thanks to our projects.

1.5 million
refugees and displaced persons benefitted from our projects worldwide.

2 million
sick people received medical treatment from our health facilities and partner organizations.

*rounded figures
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2018 Year in Review

There’s still so much to be done!

Donate Now
mint.ngo/give
In 2018, we continued to serve the millions around the world who are homeless, sick, suffering, and hungry. Our work led us to the vulnerable communities recover and rebuild—after years on the run. We are committed to bringing lasting improvements to their lives after years on the run. We are committed to bringing lasting improvements to their lives after years on the run.

In Asia, we responded to natural disasters and strengthened vulnerable communities:

- Over 1,000 volunteers responded to 105 disasters within 30 days.
- $18 million raised for victims of Typhoon Mangkhut in the Philippines.
- $12 million raised for victims of Typhoon Haiyan in the Philippines.
- $11 million raised for victims of Cyclone Idai in Mozambique, Zimbabwe, and Malawi.

In the Middle East, our aid brought hope to populations affected by conflict and helped displaced families return home:

- $20 million raised for victims of the Syrian refugee crisis.
- $15 million raised for victims of the Palestinian refugee crisis.
- $10 million raised for victims of the Iraqi refugee crisis.

In Africa, we combined our work in relief aid with practical and innovative development programs:

- $15 million raised for victims of the African refugee crisis.
- $10 million raised for victims of the Sudanese refugee crisis.
- $5 million raised for victims of the Ethiopian refugee crisis.

In Latin America and the Caribbean:

- $10 million raised for victims of the Venezuelan refugee crisis.
- $5 million raised for victims of the Colombian refugee crisis.
- $2.5 million raised for victims of the Cuban refugee crisis.

In 2018, we continued to serve the millions around the world who are homeless, sick, suffering, and hungry. Our work led us to the vulnerable communities recover and rebuild—after years on the run. We are committed to bringing lasting improvements to their lives after years on the run.

“Every cent you give today will have a lasting impact on the lives of people in our projects for many years to come.”

Tommy de Beaufort, President Malteser International

Thank You for 2018!
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